
Discover what it is like to volunteer with Citizens Advice Guildford in this contribution to 

our series “Everyday Neighbours”, in which we share and celebrate some of the daily acts 

of quiet, unobtrusive service that our parishioners undertake during the week, putting our 

faith into practice for the benefit of our neighbour. 

 

Citizens Advice Guildford 

 

Citizens Advice Guildford is one of the local charities which we at Holy Trinity & St Mary’s 
have been supporting through our Outward Giving for many years. I have volunteered there 
since 1998 and have been asked to share a little of what we do to help and support those 
who live or work in the Borough. We have been helping the people of Guildford for 80 years 
as ours was one of the first offices to open at the outbreak of the World War II in September 
1939. We are currently in Haydon Place. Many people do not realise that each bureau is an 
independent charity which has to raise its own funds to rent the building, pay the salaries 
for the paid staff and run the service. Our aim is to provide free, confidential and 
independent advice and information for the benefit of the local community. We also aim to 
exercise a responsible influence on the development of social policies and to ensure 
individuals do not suffer though lack of knowledge or an inability to express their needs in 
practice. 
 
All the advisers like myself are volunteers who generally offer a day a week. Their 
commitment is impressive as they agree to take on a long training and to continue with 
ongoing training whilst they are working. We are constantly trying to keep abreast of rapidly 
changing legislation in all the key areas of benefits, employment, housing and immigration. 
Our volunteers are a mixed bunch! Law students who give their time whilst they are studying 
at the University of Law; mums whose children have become more independent; part-time 
workers who have some hours to spare; and retired people who want to give something 
back to their local community. 
 
So what happens on a typical day at your local bureau? Our advice sessions run on 4 days a 
week and we will have advisers helping people on the phone, by email or face to face. It is 
always busy and sadly we can never fully meet the demand for our services. Last year we 
had nearly 16,000 contacts with our clients and third parties! Our client’s first contact with 
us will be for an initial assessment of their problems. If we can give them the relevant 
information which will help them to go away and resolve the issue themselves that is great. 
However, in the case of some clients who have, for instance, debts or problems with their 
benefits, their employment or their housing we may need to make them an appointment to 
see an adviser for a more in-depth interview. We aim to target our resources especially 
towards helping our more vulnerable clients who need more support. Once we have seen a 
client we then write up extensive notes so that if they need to come back we can easily help 
them further. Each day the team of volunteers and paid staff work together to help and 
support each other as we try to do our best for our clients. The work can be challenging but 



there is huge satisfaction when we are able help our clients and relieve the anxiety their 
problems have caused. 
 
The service is constantly trying to adapt to cope with the increasing complexity of problems 
that our clients are faced with. Many have multiple problems which can all impact on each 
other. Unlike other advice agencies we can provide a holistic service dealing over time with 
all the issues involved. 
 
Here are a couple of examples of cases we have dealt with. One client, diagnosed with 
cancer, was employed on a zero hours contract but regularly worked 30 hours per week. Her 
employers told her she wouldn’t be entitled to any Statutory Sick Pay and our client was 
worried that her income would drop to nothing when she had surgery. Our client was in fact 
entitled to SSP and we sent her a fact sheet to show her employer. We told her she was also 
entitled to holiday pay and back pay of annual leave. The information enabled her to talk to 
her employers, who have now given her a permanent contract, and she was able to have her 
surgery without worrying about paying her bills. 
 
Another client had recently lost her husband. He had been in receipt of various benefits and 
had claimed for her as a dependent. She had notified the statutory agencies of her 
husband’s death using the “Just tell Us Once” service but this resulted in all her benefits 
stopping and her being left with no money, which compounded her distress. First we got her 
some emergency funding from Surrey County Council for food and other necessities. Then 
we helped her apply for her own benefits, including a grant to help with funeral costs. We 
also encouraged her to get a doctor’s note as she was unable to work for a while owing to 
the distress of her bereavement. 
 
Recording our clients’ problems means we can use this information to campaign for change. 
Citizens Advice regularly publishes reports, briefings, responses to consultations and 
parliamentary briefings on a huge range of issues and our bureau contributes to this through 
the evidence we send. It is often the weight of evidence from real people and their problems 
that will make government and other organisations change their policies. Locally, too, we 
work to change things that operate unfairly and ensure that any changes will improve 
matters for everyone. Our work is supported by working in partnership with other agencies 
and organisations within the Borough. We have supported campaigns covering problems 
with medicals for disability benefits, Universal Credit, payday loans, bailiffs, and the reforms 
to Legal Aid. 
 
The Citizens Advice website (www.citizensadvice.org.uk) contains a wealth of information on 
all the main areas covered by advice work. If you need help, or would like to volunteer, do 
look at the Citizens Advice Guildford website (www.guildfordcab.org.uk). 
 
We hope we will still be helping the local community in another 80 years’ time! 
 
Rachel Bampfylde 
November 2019 

http://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

